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Summary

The City of Hayward is considering an “alternative project” to the Foothill Freeway. The
new project would be financed using existing funds collected under the 1986 Measure B sales tax.
Closely related projects would complete the I580/I238/SR238 interchange at the north end of
Foothill Blvd. The major project at the interchange is a connector ramp going from westbound in
Castro Valley to southbound on SR 238 Foothill Blvd. Alameda County supports this project and
it seems likely to go ahead even if the City of Hayward disapproves. It would alleviate traffic on
Redwood Rd. and on Strobridge Ave. in Castro Valley.

The alternative project consists of widening Foothill and Mission, building an underpass
under Fletcher and Mission connecting Jackson and Foothill, widening the Mission - Carlos Bee
intersection to accommodate campus and hill bound traffic, and signal coordination.

There is some controversy, largely engendered by HAPA, over how much to widen
between Harder Road and City Center Dr. The City and others favor, or have at least passively
supported, widening from four to eight lanes along Mission. This widening requires two miles of
condemnation of mostly viable commercial property. HAPA opposes going to eight lanes and
supports going from four to six lanes, as well as the other components of the alternative project. 

HAPA is seeking study of the six lane variation, and the city has agreed to do some traffic
modeling of it, but inadequate for a balanced evaluation. HAPA also seeks study of some
development served by transit in the corridor from the Hayward BART station to the campus.
HAPA, in fact, is “pushing the envelope” to see if there might be a market for “car free” housing
served by Bus Rapid Transit (BURT). The research on such a “Smart Growth Corridor” is
discussed in more detail in a “Scope of Work,” which would be part of a Request for Proposal by
the City of Hayward and would be funded by MTC or ABAG (Association of Bay Area
Governments).

HAPA is represented on a new 238 Working Group appointed by the City Council, which
met for the first time in late March. The City has received funds from the Alameda County
Transportation Authority (ACTA) to do the engineering work to plan the project. It will take
about a year to do the preliminary engineering, traffic modeling, Project Development Report, and
early work toward an Environmental Impact Report. 

Some of the traffic analysis discussion below is technical; I can translate for anyone
interested enough to ask. A number o f issues introduced below will be fully covered in futrue
emails.



I. ALTERNATIVE PLAN WITH CONTROVERSIAL ELEMENT. The Alternative Plan for
SR 238 Hayward has several elements, one of which is controversial.

A. The less controversial elements are Jackson to Foothill underpass, Carlos Bee - Mission
intersection expansion, signal synchronization, and possibly other intersection expansions.
Research indicates that capacity expansion absent pricing reform has more costs than
benefits. HAPA support for these elements, then, is in the spirit of compromise, not because
they deal with the more important problems, car dependency and sprawl. . 

B. The I-580 WB to SR 238 SB connector is a Caltrans project not in the City. It is needed to
complete the interchange, relieves traffic using Redwood Rd. and Strobridge Ave. and is
funded and administered separately from the Foothill Freeway. It is about half funded
already in the STIP [State Transportation Improvement Program, the list of projects with
committed funds short term] and the remainder is included in the RTP [Regional
Transportation Plan, controlled by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission, which
governs transportation spending in the Bay area. The RTP includes the STIP projects plus
projects for which funding is expected to be available but not available for programming]. 

C. The controversial element is extra widening of Foothill Mission by 35' for two miles on
the east side to build two additional travel lanes, allowing eight lanes on Mission and ten on
Foothill. The frontage from City Center to Harder  is mostly in commercial use. At this time
we do not know how much ROW acquisition will cost. Since this issue may be difficult, we
should remember there is consensus on most other elements.

D. As a variation, no extra widening should also be studied. 

1. The variation should be defined assuming about the same level of resources for
redevelopment and transportation investment. While the Measure B sales tax and City of
Hayward resources are known, we do not know how much the city contemplates spending
on redevelopment necessitated by ROW condemnations. We also do not know about
availability of out-year RTP funds and Holmdahl bill funds currently allocated to the Foothill
Freeway. We can assume the 580/238 connections (in the TIP) and connector (in the RTP)
funds are not available. It will be important to establish some tentative funding availability in
order to frame a comparable variation. 

2. The variation would assume removal of parking on Mission during peak hours and
reconstruction as needed within the existing 100' ROW to provide good pavement. 

3. The variation would allow the functional capacity of Mission to increase from four to six
lanes during peak hour. 

4. The variation would include transit and smart growth. 
a. The transit would be a CSUH-BART Bus Rapid Transit [BRT] run by CSUH and

supported by existing funds, class pass and possibly minor Measure B for operating funds.



(Class pass also increases ridership.) Capital would come from 1986 Measure B and be
part of the new expenditure plan being sponsored by the City.

b. Many suitable parcels along the two mile distance otherwise to be taken for ROW would
be redeveloped based on smart growth principles. (Many existing uses would remain.)

c. Smart growth includes significantly reduced parking requirements and rental or sale of
parking separate from other uses. These policies increase housing affordability, increase
BRT ridership, and increase patronage of local business. Smart Growth includes mixed
use, e.g., ground floor businesses under residential at BRT stops. Smart Growth would
not be over five stories and usually three to four. It would include development of student
oriented housing on the quarry site at a density similar to Wimbledon Woods. It would
include redevelopment in the larger corridor approximately to the extent such
redevelopment is part of the 35' widening variation.

5. The variation would include neighborhood parking management funded by redevelopment
to mitigate poaching problems. Management consists mainly of neighborhood parking
permits in the area of potential poaching and of paid parking in the corridor. Paid parking
would be market-based and use advanced, convenient payment technologies. 

II. EIR CRITERIA. A new EIR should be written, incorporating what little may be useful from
the previous EIR/EIS. HAPA will also try to get the new EIR to avoid the severe
vulnerability to legal challenge of the previous document. The EIR should evaluate the
Alternative Plan with special attention to the controversial element. The EIR and related
supporting studies would compare the two variations concerning: 

A. > impact on enrollment at CSUH. The supporting study would be the BRT Feasibility study
described below. 

B. > impact on gross local business receipts. This is not required by CEQA but is not
prohibited either, and is mostly a function of smart growth. Local business receipts would be
influenced by increased population and by the change in travel patterns. An estimate can be
made based on the increase in households, their incomes, and their local spending based on
BRT use and walking. 

C. > impact on traffic based on a LUTRAQ-style study superior to conventional 4 step UTPS
transportation - land use computer modeling. Criteria would include impact on total VMT,
impact on transit ridership, impact on trip duration by purpose (HBW, HBS, HBSR, NHB),
and pollution. It would reduce screenline vehicle trips by the number of trips created by
redevelopment. It would assign redevelopment trips exogenously to consider prevailing trip
durations by purpose. It would include some expert discussion of issues of direct and
indirect pricing of auto use, and of induced demand and induced restraint. The methodology
would be reviewed by Chuck Purvis at MTC, Mark Hansen at UCB, and Bob Johnston (UC
Davis) and possibly others. 

III. BURT FEASIBILITY STUDY. Some study of BURT feasability is part of the Scope of
work for the RFP and, hopefully, part of the traffic modeling. A more detailed study, which
would get into organization and financing details, should also be done. BURT will be
covered in more detail in a subsequent email.



IV. MARKET RESEARCH. There would be a separate study of the market feasibility of
reduced parking which would involve design, cost, rent level estimates, mobility analysis
including mixed use, BRT, car share and car rental, attending CSUH, and using BART, and
longer interviewers to allow education of respondents about a new “car-free” housing
product. See Market Research discussion below.

V. PROPERTY COMPARISON DATA. The comparison of variations would include a
spreadsheet list of affected properties and tabulation of differences on several dimensions
such as amount of pavement, amount of parking, amount of housing/bedrooms, commercial
square feet and tentative store type, and asset values. It should include GIS maps and
frontage facade images. I am working on this.

VI. FOOTHILL FREEWAY. Some common assumptions about the future use of Foothill
Freeway ROW need to be used for the alternative and the two variations. Besides the Bee
Quarry project, some estimates of housing and commerce and their location need to be made,
especially for north of Harder Road, where redevelopment would increase trips out of town
if FM is widened and increase patronage of business in town if FM is not widened, both
because of induced restraint and because FM would have commerce serving the new
population in the old freeway ROW. The best assumptions for housing now available are in
the Alameda County report on the subject and should be reviewed by the city. The same
study designates some parcels for commerce and for non-profit agencies based on their
previous use, adjoining uses, and frontage on major arterials but was not specific about kinds
and sizes of businesses. 
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